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Dear Friends in Christ:
It’s always a joy to see our newsletter come back after the summer recess. As we look ahead to
the fall, I am reminded of a familiar Biblical motif, the wilderness. It is a place of testing, of
spiritual examination and even growth through trial. Moses was called through the burning bush
in the wilderness, Jesus began his ministry by being tested in the wilderness. In a sense, all of us
have been in a type of wilderness since March. Certainly it is a time when we, by necessity,
have leaned upon each other and God in a way that we probably never have before. It is a place
that truly tests us, as we move forward to an uncertain future, one that is very different than we
have ever experienced.
It is especially during this time, that we’re reminded of how much we need one another, how we
are not in this alone. This is a time when I need to remind us that we should never fear an
unknown future to a known God.
It has been during this time that we, hand in hand, have become and are becoming the Body of
Christ stronger than ever. As you read this, a letter has been sent out detailing our plans to
gently re-open for Sunday worship. So many have come forward during period to offer their
skills, abilities, caring, love, and thoughtfulness to keep us together and vibrant as a community.
I cannot thank them enough. They are too many to mention by name, but know of my
appreciation and gratitude. I am honored and humbled to be your priest, watching your gifts
come to life. I am in awe of this Body of Christ stay connected and strong, with a sense of
humor, openness, and even joy.
Good Shepherd, thank you. As we entrust this unknown future to our known God, I am grateful
I’m going there with you.
Faithfully,

Good Shepherd
*Picnic/Reunion
October 11th 11:00 am
Finn Park, Webster
*First Live Eucharist
October 18th
10:15 am
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Sharing in God’s
Love from Home
Morning Prayer will continue every Tuesday and Thursday morning
beginning at 9:00 am. Would love to have you join me. I put the liturgy
on the screen and all you have to do is pray along with me. I ask that all
put on “mute” to cut down on the noise, but it’s wonderful to know you
are silently praying along with me. The liturgy is not long, around 15
minutes, but it’s a great way to start the day. If you are interested,
please let me know and I’ll send you the link. Then all you have to do is
click on it and you are ready to join in.

Men’s Bible Study. Every Tuesday afternoon starting at 4:00pm. I call it
Men’s Bible study but everyone is welcome. We cover the lessons for
the upcoming Sunday. We look at the background to the readings, look
at various way to interpret the meaning, and how the lessons apply to
us. I believe this is a time to learn, reflect, and certainly have an hour of
fellowship and humor. If interested, please let me know.

Wednesday morning book study. Each week at 9:30 we have a brief
discussion of a book on spirituality. Currently, we are reading, Living the
Way of Love, by Mary Bea Sullivan. We read a chapter a week and have
a discussion. We only take a half hour, so it’s not long. Would love to
have more join in. Then promptly at 10:00 we have the Women’s Bible
study for an hour. Much like Tuesdays, we begin by looking at the
lessons for the upcoming Sunday, and again have time to discuss, reflect,
interpret, and share how the reading apply to our daily lives. Please let
me know if you are interested, and I’ll send you the link. Especially if you
have never been to a Bible study before or don’t have much of a
background, this is for you. I’m told it’s interesting, fun, and some
learning does take place.
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“Great is the Lord, and highly to be praised.”
Psalm 48:1A
COVID19 has meant praising God with our music in new and creative ways. Likewise, as we begin to worship
once again in our sanctuary, we will be experiencing new and creative ways of worshipping our Lord.
Hymn singing is an especially important part of our liturgy. Online, I have played the hymns and varied the
accompaniments while the lyrics appeared on the screen. Did you catch the time we used “Fairest Lord Jesus”
and I added our zimbelstern (bells) when the verse was about the “twinkling stars”? It has been fun to illustrate
the lyrics with varied accompaniments. When we return to the sanctuary we face the fact that singing is a great
way to spread the virus! That is why we can talk with each other 6 feet apart with masks, but when it comes to
singing, it is 20 feet! Therefore, we will be creative. Hymns are not just music, but they are poetry. Usually
someone writes the poetry and another person composes the music. And the poet and composer can live
centuries apart!!! Thus, when we come to church, I will introduce the hymn in a creative way then soften the
organ while a lay reader recites the lyrics. We did this at Keisha’s ordination and it was amazing how
meaningful the hymns were as we focused on the poetry with the music in the background!! Creativity!!
Because of social distancing, this also means that our vocal choirs will not be singing together in the choir pews.
However, we will continue the magic that Chris Nuccitelli and Kris German have created with virtual choir
anthems……members recording themselves singing at home to a master track sent to them by Chris and Kris.
Both the visual and/or the audio part of these recordings can be used. Thank you, singers and instrumentalists!
Your music has added so much to our worship this summer!
During this time of COVID, Jeff Arnold has not only taped the liturgies, but he has added his own music, which
we hope to continue to enjoy in the future! Piano and Chimes do not have the same issue as vocal choirs. We
have enjoyed many offerings from George Daddis on piano with Chris and Mike Rosato illustrating his music
with photos and video. Wasn’t the Kuhlau prelude illustrated with pictures of our Sunday School children
adorable?
We are looking into bringing back the Chime Choir to provide music. Chimers will wear masks, gloves and they
will socially distance. Currently plans are being made to allow this to happen.
Creativity!! New ideas!! Thank you to all our musicians for meeting this challenge. And thank you to Jeff and
Chris for their imaginative and wonderful taping of our liturgies this year! And thank you to Mike for adding his
assistance. And to Bruce Dunn for providing technical knowledge as we move forward in this COVID world!!
“Praise the Lord, all you nations; laud Him, all you peoples.
For His loving-kindness toward us is great,
and the faithfulness of the Lord endures forever.
Hallelujah!”
Psalm 117:1 & 2
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It seems like forever since the last newsletter
in June, and although these days of COVID
isolation can make each day feel a bit like
Groundhog Day, a lot has happened with
regard to our faith community. I know that
the lack of communication from your Vestry
the past few months has created some
curiosity and perhaps even some anxiety,
and for that I am deeply sorry.
By now, you should have received by US
mail a letter detailing our plans for worship
and the precautions we are taking to keep us
all safe when we start gathering again. As
explained in the letter, we did not feel
comfortable sharing plans that were
incomplete and ever-changing along with
our state and local pandemic status and
finalized Diocesan guidance. In August we
finally reach a comfort level and I hope that
our letter did help to clarify our direction
going forward. As stated in the letter, our
first gathering together since March will be
our annual picnic that will occur on October
11, 11:00am, at Finn Park on Maple Drive in
Webster. We are currently planning to
begin service at church on Sunday, October
18, 10:15am. This will be a Eucharist
liturgy developed by a Diocesan committee
specifically for the re-opening of churches.
Please note that these plans are based on the
continued stability of our region which, if
negative changes occur, may cause us to
change our course. Let’s pray the situation
stays stable so that we can proceed with our
current plans. More to come on both events
in future communications.
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By now you are probably aware that Debbie
is back in the office but has moved to a parttime status, working half-days two
days/week. Over the past several months of
limited activity, the workload and required
tasks for Debbie’s position decreased
substantially. This change, coupled with the
uncertainty of the future and our resulting
need to watch our finances carefully led us
to re-evaluate the parish administrator
position. As a result and in collaboration
with Debbie, it was decided that her work
schedule would be reduced. We are grateful
for Debbie’s desire to continue on a parttime basis and so blessed to have her back.
During Debbie’s absence, Father Lance
learned some new skills such as bulletin
creation and bulk email delivery – next time
you see or talk to him, thank him for his
hard work and diligence!
Speaking of future communications, based
on feedback we received from our church
community, the Vestry decided to publish
the formal minutes of its meeting minutes
(confidential and/or sensitive information
such as personnel matters will be redacted)
via a link off of the web site which will
begin immediately - the August meeting
minutes are on the web site now.
While our June, July and August meetings
were dedicated mostly to reviewing
Diocesan guidelines for gathering again and
when/how we might best serve the varied
worship needs and desires of our faith
community, some other important business
was managed and addressed:
Continued…
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Continued…

 Our church’s financial situation remains strong even during these challenging times. This is due to
several things for which we all should be thankful:
1. YOU continue to honor your stewardship pledges – thank you, thank you, thank you!
2. Our finances continue to be managed masterfully under the care of our Treasurer, Dick Robinson,
and his dedicated volunteer supporting staff.
3. The PPP loan we received back in June has helped a great deal – new Federal stimulus guidelines
have delayed the application timeline for loan forgiveness but we remain very confident that our
adherence to loan use guidelines will mean the forgiveness of our loan.
4. Limited church operations have resulted in some cost savings (electric, trash, cleaning) and key
vendors such as our lawn care service have not billed us – a true blessing!
 We reviewed and slightly revised the current Bastian Scholarship Fund requirements, documentation
and procedures. That scholarship now has a stated amount of $500 and a revised review procedure that
involves a committee consisting of the Rector, Sr. Warden and several other volunteers.
Documentation has been updated accordingly.
 As also reported in our recent letter, we received in July a bequest of $76,823.88. After careful and
thoughtful discussion and consideration of the best use of those funds, Vestry approved the use of those
funds to pay off our mortgage. This is truly a blessing that will reduce our monthly expenses by
approximately $1000!
 In August, a generous parishioner donated approximately $10,000 for the purchase of equipment that
will allow us to move forward with plans to livestream our worship services and other events while also
creating recordings similar to those that have served us so well over the past months. This equipment
will allow for the inclusion of music, virtual lay reading and guest homilists. Once implemented, our
plan and this new system will give you the option to attend service in-person, watch a service virtually
but live as it occurs, or watch a high-quality recording at your convenience.
 Facilities - outdoor lighting at Good Shepherd has been updated with donated low-energy, high-output,
long-lasting and cost-efficient fixtures. The exterior of St. Andrews chapel has been painted – a big
thank you to Martha Conte for coordinating that effort – and plans are being made to re-locate the shed
closer to the church building for convenience and easier maintenance.
Let me close by repeating something I said in the closing of the June newsletter article. We are so blessed to
have so many gifted and talented individuals who have come together to help get us through this pandemic
challenge.
 Lance and Karyn.
 Our talented video technologists Jeff Arnold and Chris Nuccitelli who make those beautiful worship
videos possible every week.
 Bruce Dunn who assists Dick Robinson but also has worked very hard on improving our network
infrastructure and computers.
 Cheri Mascitti who also assists Dick Robinson with finances but also has taken the lead on planning
and preparing for the sanitization of our Church as we re-gather.
 Mary Kay Butera who keeps our lawns mowed and grounds looking spiffy.
 Pauline Stebbins is at church a lot painting, doing odd jobs and whatever she can to help.
 Deb Nelson has continued to coordinate our strong support for the Meal and More Ministry
 Amy O’Neil and the Healing Ministry team continue to offer prayers and healing support on a weekly
basis.
I know there are others working behind the scenes as well and if you are one of them, please know we are
grateful for you too! I thank GOD for all of you and for who we are and what we continue to accomplish
together.
Praying for your health and safety,
Roch Whitman, Senior Warden
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Outreach
at Good Shepherd
by Yvonne Arnold

Outreach continues to operate during this period of social distancing, masking and keeping you and your
neighbor's health a priority. The Back Pack program and the Little Free Pantry, run by Immanuel Lutheran Church
in the Village of Webster, need our support. When able, please drop off any of the food items from the list
below. No fresh food or baked goods please. A monetary donation may be sent to the address at the bottom of the
list. Outreach disbursed $200.00 to this program in August. Thank you for your donations of food throughout
this spring and summer! You bless many with your giving hearts!
Immanuel Lutheran Church has run the Weekend Food Backpack Program in the Webster Schools since 2011. We
have had generous support from other Webster churches, community organizations and residents. At the close of
school earlier this spring, we were providing bags of food to over 70 children in all seven of the elementary
schools. Distribution was managed within each school so with the school buildings being closed we shifted
distribution to the Little Free Pantry in the Immanuel Parking lot.
Immanuel Hunger Ministry manages a Little Free Pantry in the church parking lot. The Little Pantry is available
for anyone who is need of some food. The philosophy behind the Little Free Pantry is “Take what you need and
leave what you can” This Little Pantry is seeing support from people in the community as well as our church
members. Anyone can stop at the little pantry at their leisure and add non-perishable items. The pantry is in the
parking lot off Daniel Drive behind the church.
We would like to thank everyone who supports these Hunger Ministries. We need to refill the supply of food.
Food collected will be distributed through the Little Free Pantry and the Weekend Food Backpack Program when
school buildings are open again.
Please donate non-perishable items, no glass containers or out of date items. Suggested items are kid friendly
foods such as:
Peanut Butter
Macaroni and Cheese
Granola Bars and Other Snack Items
Tuna Fish or Canned Chicken
Individual Applesauce, Pudding or Fruit Cups
Soup and Ramen Noodles
Canned Pasta - Spaghetti-O’s, Ravioli & Similar
Pasta and Sauce
Cereal or Instant Oatmeal
Shelf Stable Milk and Juice Boxes
Canned Vegetables and Fruit
Jam or Jelly
If you are not comfortable going out to the store to shop and would still like to help, contributions would be
much appreciated too. You many send a check to the church, making it payable to the church, with a memo of
backpack donation.
Immanuel Lutheran Church
131 W Main St
Webster, NY 14580
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Sunday School Info!

Dianna Guerin and Lisa Daniels will be co-chairing Sunday School for the year. Dianna has been a member of Good
Shepherd since 2014. She is a Licensed Clinical Social Worker at Strong Hospital and in private practice, married to
Sean and mother of Daniel (7). Lisa has been a member of Good Shepherd since 2016. She is an Art Teacher in the
Sodus Central School District, married to Matt and mother of Ian (11) and Sasha (8). Both Dianna and Lisa have
volunteered their time as Sunday School teachers in years previous, and look forward to working with any and all
volunteers.
To kick off the year, the Daniels family will be hosting an event:
Sunday School Rides Again!
Who: Sunday School students
When: Oct. 4 at 10am
Where: The Daniels’ house...485 Weidel Rd.
What: Bike ride to Father Lance and Karyn’s house
Why: Fun! Fellowship! Food! Decorate their driveway with chalk!
Donuts and cider after the ride!
Can’t make the bike ride? That’s okay. Sunday School teachers will be hosting some socially distant activities at the
church picnic on October 11.
Sunday School itself will start on October 18 at 10:15am. It will be held in the Fellowship Hall for students 4yrs-5th
grade. Please wear a mask. We will spread out 6 feet apart from each other and each student will be provided with
their own box of supplies. The box of supplies will be stored at church. When Sunday School is finished, teachers
will escort students (6 feet apart from one another) back to the sanctuary to quietly rejoin their families. This usually
occurs around 11am. We will not be singing along with Jack Brennick before Sunday School, but Karyn is actively
seeking ways children could still play music together, such as forming a Children’s Chime Choir.
New enrollment in Sunday School is welcome. If families would like to enroll, they would simply come to church
and fill out an enrollment form on a Sunday morning before Sunday School. We will have forms available in the
Fellowship Hall.
Typically, Family Sunday is the first Sunday of each month. On that Sunday, there is no Sunday School because
students participate in various roles during the service. We are unsure if Family Sunday will occur, and if it does,
what it will look like. Rest assured that we are brainstorming ways to keep children involved.
If we must move to a digital format, we will make arrangements to get a Sunday School supply box to your student.
Invitations to zoom Sunday School sessions will be emailed to families. If you would like to be included, make sure
you send your contact information to Dianna at dianna.guerin@gmail.com.
This year will be different. We feel strongly that now, more than ever, children need to know that God and their
church family are always with them.
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A MEAL & MORE

By Debra Nelson

Photo:amealandmore.org

Even on the hottest Sundays, the line of masked and socially-distanced guests extend around Christ Church, eager
for a delicious hot dinner and/or a simple bag lunch, and missing the social connections they once experienced at the
table. Within a week of the start of the pandemic, the Board of Directors at “A Meal & More” had re-designed the
program to meet safety guidelines, change serving styles, and continue the high quality and varied meals serving up
to 50% more people. Chris Nuccitelli states it best. "By recognizing the urgent need to provide meals through this
pandemic, I am impressed with the adaptations made to continue the program and am so grateful and blessed to do
my small part in feeding those most in need in our community." Chris has been a steady support to “A Meal &
More” throughout the pandemic.
Our Good Shepherd “team” (including Father Lance) has had a steady presence during this very unusual Spring &
Summer. The “starting team” has helped prepare meals guided by chef Cordaro and Rhonda and assisted delivery of
“take-out” meals at the door with William having the only personal contact with the guests. Cheri Mascitti has “felt
enough precautions were taken to protect me, as a volunteer, and the people who came for a meal, by distancing us
and using masks and normal hygiene protocol in the kitchen. I’m pleased we are able to feed more people during
this pandemic.” During “NYS on Pause,” A M&M has not paused at all.
Good Shepherd has also continued to support A Meal & More through the big hearts of our church family.
Generous monetary donations have been used to purchase a meat slicer, gift cards to “warehouse” and club stores as
well as Wegmans, large amounts of 3-section containers and other “new” necessities, as well as the typical needs of
the ministry. Our drive-through “pop the trunk” campaign filled up a couple vehicles with groceries and supplies
and provided about $200 in gift cards to the program. We so appreciate the faith-filled pledges to the ministry.
We continue to ask you to add some of the following items to your grocery list:
-3 compartment To Go containers (available at BJs)
-Juice pouches (for To Go lunches)
-Frozen or canned vegetables
-Plastic silverware
-Lysol wipes
-Lysol All Purpose cleaner
-Deli Meat (Turkey, Ham, Bologna)
-American Cheese Slices
-Sliced Sandwich Bread
(call Debra at (585) 671-5581 so I can pick it up at church and refrigerate it)
Or
-Gift Cards to BJ’s, Wegmans or Visa Gift Cards (mail or drop off to Fr. Lance)
The church is open Tuesdays and Wednesdays until 1:00 PM. Please drop off items in the Narthex near the “A
Meal and More” bulletin board. Thank you for your assistance with this very worthy work!
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Good Shepherd
Meal Ministry

By Debra Nelson
Meal Ministry helps those who are recovering from illness, surgery, or loss and for whom making a meal is, at
times, a struggle. Delivery of light meals to members of our church family can be arranged through Meal
Ministry. We also help a small group of people who love someone else’s cooking now and then, as indicated
by the church’s survey. The names of those we help are shared only with our volunteers. Meal Ministry is there
to help!
Arnie Lagergren shared his thoughts (and permission to use his name) with us:

The job that you all do at Meal Ministry, in my mind, is just fantastic! Having just
lost my wife, then being hospitalized for illness, I was pretty down and out. But
returning home there was a wonderful reception given to me as day after day the
Meal Ministry volunteers brought my dinner – and their presence. It turned my
attitude around and improved my mood. And helped me get back on my feet. It was
just beautiful! I’ve eaten in some of the best restaurants in the world and the food
you prepared and delivered was some of the best in the world!

Volunteers have many different talents and have started some great new ideas! Some volunteers prepare and/or
deliver meals to the homes of members of our church family. Others have started some new ideas such as a
sweet treat “mailbox ministry,” a fun “leftovers” surprise, and an “I ran out of…” front door drop off (a
necessity but not worth a trip to the store). Please call us if anyone from Good Shepherd could use these
resources.
Don’t hesitate to give one of us a call if you would like to join us, have a new idea, or want to volunteer your
help! Deacon Barbara Fornalik (585) 216-2121 or Debra Nelson (585) 671-5581.

Norm Crawford
Joseph Francz
Don Weller
Nathaniel Peets
Laura Rosato
Caitlin Francz
Bobby Rosato
Harry Burch Jr
Chris Norris
Sue Van Cura
Joseph Mason
Lance Robbins
Virginia Robinson
Linda McKelvey
Jennifer Arnold Baker

09/01
09/02
09/04
09/04
09/04
09/05
09/06
09/08
09/10
09/11
09/11
09/12
09/13
09/13
09/15

Diane Rehse
Linda Koneski
Nick Masters
Shelby Bryant
Brian Bohannon
Jean Moorhouse
Mitch Salim
Ann Mower
David Dakin
John Dombroski
Mildred Francz
Freda Sheldon
Theodore Rivera
Peter Dennison
Lynn Peterson

09/15
09/16
09/16
09/17
09/18
09/18
09/20
09/22
09/22
09/23
09/27
09/28
09/30
09/30
09/30
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Milestones:

GOOD SHEPHERD YOUTH GROUP

Celebrating our Good Shepherd
family

YOUTH NEWS CATCH-UP
Hello to GS Youth and Families! Mrs. O’Neil and I
wanted to send a note to all of you to see how you are
doing? Please send any news along to either of us how
you are spending your time. We would like to hear some
ideas for some meeting themes we could have starting
soon. Creative ideas are welcome especially during all of
this extended “COVID time.” Please send them to us via
our e-mail addresses.
We have thought of some more online games to try since
our last Zoom fun. In the meantime, we have some
congratulations to some of the GS Graduates: Nathaniel
Peets and Olivia Markowitz. Way to go! You made it to
the High School finish line , , , , Hope you are excited to
start your next steps! We are all excited for you and look
forward to hearing all about it.
Check in with us when you can, just wanted to say hello.
If you hear of any Youth that would like to be added to
our mailing list to be included in our activities for the fall,
please send them along and definitely invite friends and
their families to join us at GS. Even during COVID
people are looking for a church home.
Take care, hope to see you either in person or on Zoom!
Mrs. Ragan and Mrs. O’Neil
ekragan@gmail.com
amoneill31@gmail.com
Sunday School—Teen Edition!
Can’t wait until we are together again, and can’t wait to welcome
any newcomers too! If you will be a 6th through 12th grade student
this fall, this is the place for you! (And by the way, alumni are
always welcome!)
Right now we are planning on our first class being October 18th,
but at this point we haven’t determined whether it will be in person
or online. We would love to hear what will work best for our teens
AND their families as we navigate our way towards the new
“normal”…
In the meantime, it would be really helpful if you can send me
some info to help our plans take shape:
*Teen: Name/age/grade/email
*Parents/guardians: names/email
*Do you and your family anticipate attending services in person or
online?
Peace,
Mike Rosato
lrosato@rochester.rr.com
(585) 350-9661

Brenda and Bill Munch are proud to announce the birth
of their third grandchild, and first granddaughter: Sarah
Ivy Goeke-Munch born on March 9, 2020 (see photo
below). Sarah's parents are Jim and Cat Goeke-Munch
who live in Santa Clara, CA. Brenda and Bill have not
yet been able to meet Sarah in person due to the Covid
pandemic, and are hoping to be able to safely make that
visit soon. There are, however, routine video calls which
gives us some contact with Sarah. She is a real sweetie.

Yvonne and Jeff Arnold: Where a baby's birth is
concerned, anything goes. Do not count on a due date,
ever. As Jeff and I prepared for our planned trip to St.
Paul, MN to welcome Jennifer and Zach's daughter, we
anticipated driving there 10 days before the baby's due
date, July 31st. Plenty of time, or so we thought. Two
weeks out, as Jenny had begun weekly checkups with
her obstetrician, the planned time to travel was pushed
up by two weeks as a medical concern for Jenny went
to the top of the list. Within 36 hours, Jeff and I were
heading west as fast as we could. We arrived the
evening of July 15th, about one hour after the Bakers
had left for the hospital. The following evening at 6:43
PM, AUDREY ELIZABETH BAKER was born,
weighing 7 lbs. 1 oz. and 19.1 inches in length. Audrey
arrived on the day of her parent's 4th wedding
anniversary, July 16, 2020! A gift that will always be
remembered and treasured. We able to spend a little
over 3 weeks with this new family and give our love
and support to them. We are fortunate that they live
close enough for us to drive from Webster to their
home in 16 plus hours! At her last weigh in, Audrey
was 8 lbs. 12.6 oz and 20.5 inches long! We give
thanks for the safe delivery of Audrey and she and
Momma Jennifer's health. Your prayers and support
have been felt. Their address is: Jennifer and Zachary
Baker 546 Harrison Ave. St. Paul, MN 55102. Your
friends, Mima and Poppy Arnold
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S h e p h e r d in g
O ur
F u tu re
2020

Capital Campaign
Our total funds raised and pledged as of September 1st now total $258,824
thanks to several generous donations and a large estate bequest! It has
certainly been a unique experience steering this campaign through the
events of the past few months. I am overwhelmed by the outpouring of
support from our Good Shepherd community! Even with the cancellation of
our planned fundraising events, you have come through to bring us within
sight of our goal. Thank you!
In September, we will set up the process for pledge fulfillment. To those of
you who have chosen to contribute over time, you should receive a letter by
the end of the month confirming your intentions and the details by which to
CHURCH
DIRECTORY
set up
payments. If you have not made a pledge yet, please do so if you are
able. You may mail your pledge or contribution directly to the church
office. Make sure you designate “Capital Campaign” on your payment
method so we can properly account for it. Commitment cards and
informational booklets will continue to be available in the Narthex. We are
also happy to email, snail mail, or text a link for the pledge cards so you can
print and fill out at home. Please contact Chris Nuccitelli if you would like
to request one.

Fundraising
So how do we continue to raise money in a COVID world? We are planning
to create an on-line fundraising capability that will combine games, music,
virtual raffles, auctions, and a store for Good Shepherd merchandise. The
first phase of this will be merchandising. Specifically, we are assembling of
variety of Good Shepherd apparel that should be made available soon. So, if
you missed out on ordering those cool t-shirts and sweatshirts last year, your
next chance is coming soon!
Also, the Good Shepherd Cookbook is alive and well and AT THE
PRINTERS! I can’t wait to try out on my unsuspecting daughters all the
favorite dishes I have come to love from past potluck dinners. However, I
think the desserts I will keep for myself! We will send out an update as soon
as they arrive. They will be available in the Narthex as well as on the
website.
Stay healthy and safe!
Chris Nuccitelli (585) 737-5927 or chrisnuch1@gmail.com
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HOW DO YOU PREPARE TO QUARANTINE?
by Yvonne Arnold
Since mid-March when the stay at home order was issued, Jeff and I have driven twice to St. Paul, MN to visit
Jennifer and Zach. In order to make each visit as safe as possible, we have isolated ourselves for two weeks before
each visit. With some planning and the support of friends and family, we have been able to successfully do this.
Organizing your trip and the weeks prior is essential. For Jeff this meant recording two services in advance in May
which could not have been done without Lance and Karyn's support and hard work. Sometimes I wonder how Lance
keeps track of what service he is recording! Karyn now records two weeks' worth of service music in advance. They
both have been so supportive and flexible with their time. We are so thankful for Chris Nuccitelli volunteering to
record the services after July 5th. Every Sunday service since March 22nd has been recorded and posted! Strong
work by all!
In addition, Jeff was buying work materials for the contract he has been working on this summer. This meant trips to
Lowe's and other suppliers and the creation of storage space in our garage. An added benefit is that the garage got
some necessary cleaning!
As for myself, organizing food for meals and for travel, scheduling car maintenance and supporting my Mom's needs
were a priority. Dear friends and family were able to help out with last minute items from the grocery store, visits to
Mom as well as take care of our home while we were away. And Amazon is always there for any last minute or
forgotten need.
While these past months have not been without challenges, we are both thankful for each day and the beauty it has
brought to us. The seasons of spring and summer have blessed us with light, beautiful gardens of flowers and
vegetables, time outdoors that renews and strengthens us and our dear family and friends. Let us go forward with the
health and safety of our community and world in our hearts and minds.
Stay well and safe.
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The Good Shepherd Covid Choir
By Chris Nuccitelli

Editor’s Note: In this pandemic age, choir rehearsal each week isn’t what it used to be; indeed, a choir being led
just by a Choir Director, even one so gifted as Dr. Karyn Robbins, is so 2019! In 2020, to have a choir for a
weekly Sunday service, you also need a top-notch Technology Director. In this article, Junior Warden Chris
Nuccitelli shares some of his technological secrets that enables our special “Covid Choir” to sing at our online
service. The three photos will help you to appreciate the complexity of the process. What Chris omits is a number .
. . the sum total of all the hours a week it takes him to gather and then blend all the music and voices into a
seamless few minutes for each musical offering each week. Good Shepherd is blessed to have his able assistance
at this time of need. Thank you, Chris, for your tireless dedication.
Have you been enjoying the ZOOM-like choir anthems in the recorded Sunday liturgies? Ever wonder how they
are produced? It all started in the boredom of quarantine, watching my favorite bands on Facebook coming
together (virtually) to perform their hits in what looked like a ZOOM meeting. I started thinking “wouldn’t it be
nice if we could do this with our choir?” We could all get together on ZOOM and simply play and sing like we do
when we’re together in the church. I was naïve enough to think that’s exactly how we would do it! Not so
Kemosabe!
The road to get to the performances you see today was a challenging, at times frustrating, always fascinating
journey into the arcane world of audio engineering where every self-professed ‘music professional’ on YouTube
had an opinion (often conflicting) on how it should be done. Hmmm, red pill or blue pill, Alice? In the end, the
professionalism and exceptional training of our choirs (thank you Karyn!) overcame the bugs in the video and
audio processes to produce some pretty good worship music. Jesus did say the road would not be easy!
We start every week with a hymn or anthem that Karyn has chosen to best compliment the Epistle or Gospel.
Music, lyrics and chords are then procured and distributed via email to the musicians and vocalists participating
on that week.
Next we produce a Master Track (figure 1). This is usually an instrument (guitar, organ or piano) and a single
vocal singing the melody line. This serves to establish the tempo and the lyrical phrasing for everyone to follow.
The instrument and vocal tracks are recorded separately (in case we want to eliminate, manipulate, ore re-record
one or the other later in the process) and then edited together into one video clip. This file is then sent to all
participants.
During the week the participants are tasked with recording their part while listening to the Master Track on
headphones or earbuds. This requires two devices; one to listen and watch the Master Track (usually a tablet or
laptop) and another to record their track (usually their cellphone or iPad). The two challenges here are to produce
a decent looking video recording, while also making sure only your track is recorded for audio, with none of the
Master Track audio bleeding through. When completed the participants send their tracks to me. The average track
is about 250 MB so we use various cloud platforms (iCloud, Google Drive, Dropbox, etc.) to share the files.

Continued…
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Now comes the editing and the answer to the question, “how many people can you actually fit on
one video screen?” I start by syncing up all the tracks (sometimes as many as 16 different tracks)
to the Master Track and to each other. Next I compose a rough arrangement on the screen of all
the people keeping in mind that I need to leave room for the lyrics (figure 2). Depending on how
they shot their tracks, the videos I receive are an array of different shapes and sizes. These all
have to be cropped to be more or less the same shape and size. My OCD tendencies make me
approach this very symmetrically. However, I’m sure there’s more creative ways to do it!
Once everyone is on the screen and in sync, I process each track to add audio enhancements that
would normally be available if we recorded in a studio, or in the church where we have the most
beautiful, natural reverb. The most important step is doing the final mix of all these tracks (figure
3), ensuring that no one voice or instrument dominates (unless required by the composition) and
that the harmonies blend well.
Lastly, I add the lyrics so that everyone can sing along in the comfort of their home or car or
park bench depending on where you are watching the liturgy. I hope everyone will continue to
enjoy the music from our exceptionally talented musicians and vocalists. We plan to produce
these anthems weekly for as long as we are restricted from singing and performing in the church.
So we will be Bach with more music in the coming weeks!

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3
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Special Announcement. . . A new Good Shepherd publication debuts this November!
Good Shepherd’s Quarterly Magazine

Over the years, our monthly Newsletter, appearing between September and June, has
become increasingly longer, containing a mix of short-length pieces about upcoming
events and summaries of recently-presented programs along with longer articles
profiling people and essays on diverse topics which are better suited to a magazine.
Rather than continue this hybrid, we are creating a second publication, enabling a
shorter Newsletter to return to its more traditional format.
While the Quarterly Magazine’s content may evolve over time, we anticipate the
following kinds of material will be initially included:
Longer Articles & Essays (various topics)
Parishioner Profiles and Interviews
Parishioner’s Original Poetry & Prayers
Meditations on Biblical Verses
Art (by Parishioners, including photographs and drawings)
Oh, just one more thing . . . we’ve got to do something about that magazine’s title.
And you can help by submitting your suggested title for our new magazine by October
15th. In the Narthex, just drop a slip of paper with your idea along with your name and
contact information (phone or email address) into the designated box. Or send your
suggestion via e-mail to Content Editor Richard Reid (writer2363@gmail.com).
The winning title will appear on our first Magazine issue which will be released in
mid-November.
The deadline for content for the first issue of the GS Magazine is November 1st which should
be sent to Content Editor Richard Reid.

